SCROLL DOWN TO SEE THE LOTS FROM
THE JUNE 27TH AUCTION THAT ARE STILL
AVAILABLE.
MOST ARE PRICED BELOW THE AUCTION
STARTING BID. NO BUYER’S PREMIUM.
CONTACT BE-HOLD AT behold@be-hold.com or
914.423.5806 IF YOU ARE INTERESTED.

Lot 2, INTERRACIAL COUPLE, possibly at their
wedding. 1/6 plate ambrotype.
The young woman is of mixed race, so there was a mixed
marriage in an earlier generation. There were then two
generations that violated the mores of the era and much
later. She is dressed in somewhat better fashion than the
man. The young man is dressed up, but not in the fancy
clothes of a big-city businessperson. They both address the
camera directly. This has some emotional complexity
despite the simple posing. The serious young couple look
directly into the camera. In a nice case with neatly
separated cover.
Reduced to $440

Lot 3, MOTHER AND ADULT DAUGHTER by J.Gurney.
Two fine ¼ plate daguerreotypes
in a double case, with Gurney’s “189 Broadway”
logo stamped on the mats.
His gallery was at that address 1853- 1855 (Craig’s
Daguerreian.) There is fine gilding on the chains of the
younger women. This came from the collection of Carl
Peterson,the first treasurer of the Daguerreian Society. He
re-sealed it in 1994, keeping remnants of the early seals
behind. This is in a double “book” case with a leather spine
marked “Casket.” The hard covers with all their mother of
pearl flowers intact are still attached. This is rare because
the meeting of the hard covers with the leather is quite
fragile and they become easily separated.
Reduced to $600

Lot 4, MAN WITH HIS ARM IN A SLING. 1/6 plate
daguerreotype shows a man with his arm in a sling.
He wears a soft hat with a cloak over his jacket. He has the
appearance of an actor or other artist. Is he in a role of a
character with a broken arm, or does he want to simply
show himself with his arm in a sling?
Re-sealed in a case with original spine intact.
$1000

Lot 10, WILLIAM HENRY FOX TALBOT, Melrose
Abbey. Salt print from calotype negative, ca.1845. 67/8 x 8
3/8 - inch image on 7 ½ x 9 – inch paper.
This image was published in Sun Pictures of Scotland
(1845.) It is accompanied by a much lighter, smaller (3 3/8
x 4 ¼ - inch image on 3 ¾ x 4 5/8 -inch paper) of a slight
variant taken by a smaller camera at the same session. The
smaller image can just be made out, but it is quite rare to
have such a pair. It makes me think about Talbot at the site
with his cameras. Both are on J. Whatman Turkey Mill

1838 paper. No damage
Price reduced to $12000

Lot 12, ROGER FENTON, Helena and Louise in ‘Les deux
Petits Savoyards” at Windsor Castle, January 1854. 7 7/8 x
5 ½ -inch albumen print image on 10 7/8 x 7 ¾ -inch sheet,
with a pen inscription in French on the bottom margin.
The two young princesses were daughters of Queen
Victoria. The comic opera by Nicolas Delayrac was first
performed in England at Sadler’s Wells in June 1784, so
this was a private amateur revival of the still popular work.
Clean, slightly light.
$800
Lot 14, ROGER FENTON, “The Staff at Head Quarters.”
7 x 5 4/3 –inch salt print on original mount with
identification of the officers and other information printed
on the mount, 1856.
Published by T. Agnew and Sons. The mount has been
trimmed to 16 7/8 x 14 1/4 – inches. The print is clean and
rich though there is heavy contrast.
$750
Lot 15, FRANCIS FRITH, : “The Pyramids of Sakkarah,
from the North East.” 6 3/8 x 9 –inch albumen print on 12
¼ x 17 –inch mount.
Signed and numbered in the negative, with an imprinted
signature and 1847 date on the mount, with title printed on
the mount. This is one of Frith’s most evocative travel
photographs. It captures the spirit of the desert and the
aura of the oldest extant pyramid, the “step” pyramid on
the right. This is from one of Frith’s portfolios, and the
page with text is included. The print is clean. There is a
thin strip of discoloration just at the very edges of the
mount.
Price reduced to $500

Lot 22, LOUIS EMILE DURANDELLE (1839–1917).
8 albumen print photographs of the construction of the
railroad line from Montauban to Brive. The prints are 13 x
17 –inches, on large 18½x 18 –inch mounts. The mounts
have printed texts giving the site of each view. They include
excavations, bridges and tunnels. Durandelleis most known
for his photographs of the details of the construction of the
Paris Opera and other construction in Paris. He was hired
by the French Government to record these feats of civil
engineering. There is some scattered minor foxing on 2 or 3
of the mounts. The prints are clean.

$8000

Lot 23, ALOIS AUER, Microscopic enlargement of a larva
caught in a spider’s web, 1850’s. 9 5/8 x 7 3/8 –inch coated
salt or albumen print on an 11 7/8 x 8 ¾ inch mount.
The mount has an inscribed black framing line and a
printed text on the bottom. The tiny rectangle under
“Mikrotipie” is the actual size of the original. This was
included in an issue of Faust, Auer’sVienna publication
of Art. Science , Industry and Social Life. Auer (1813 –
1869) made many contributions to photography. He is
mostly known for advances in electrotyping, a precursor of
the Woodburytype. $500

Lot 24, ÉTIENNE JULES MAREY, Photographic gun, ca.
1880. 3 5/8 x 5 1/8 –inch bromide silver print on an 8 ½ x 10
½ -inch board mount.
This is not Marey’s photographic gun [see next Lot that is
on a similar mount] but he thought to record it. It has what
appears to be a scope underneath the barrel and a strap
much longer than what would be on a regular rifle. This
must have something to do with the development of his
photographic gun. Reduced to $1000
Lot 25, ÉTIENNE JULES MAREY, Disc with 12
photographs of a seagull in flight,taken by Marey’s
photograhic gun. 4 ½ x 4 ½ -inch bromide silver print on a
10 3/8 x 8 –inch mount.
Marey’s gun was patented in 1882, based on the
astronomer Jannsen’s Photographic Revolver of 1874. Pen
inscriptions in French on the mount tell of the 12 images
that could be taken in one second on the sensitive plate.
While many of Marey’s images have appeared at auction
over the years, I haven’t found another auction record of
an original photograph of the disc with images. These are
the first of a group of lots having to do with photographing
motion. Reduced to $5500

Lot 26, OTTOMAR ANSCHUTZ, Teams of horses in
motion, ca. 1888. This was made with
Chronophotographic camera (1882) with a very fast
shutter and electrically timed release. It may look like an
ordinary
you can see what he was aiming at. The pencil inscription
on the lower right, possible in
Anschutz’s red stamp on the verso has the date and
“Selbstverlag” (self-published.)
Reduced to $300

Lot 27, ALBERT LONDE (French, 1858 – 1917)“Cavalier
au Galop,”1887. Three motion studies, 6 ½x 8 7/8 –inch
albumen prints on 9 x 12 -inch board mounts.
These show the horse rearing up on its hind legs. Included
in this lot is Londe’s“La Photograhie Moderne; Pratique
et Applications.” First edition, 1888, illustrated. This
includes a chapter on “Photograhie du Mouvement” and
one on “Photographie Instanée.” The volume has the
original Morocco spine that extends over part of the covers.
Contents are tight, with some light foxing. The albumen
prints are somewhat light.
$3200

Lot 28, EADWEARD MUYBRIDGE, Horse in Motion,
1887. 7 3/8x 15 ¼ -inch image on a 19 x 13 ¾ -inch sheet,
Plate 580 from Animals in Motion.
The horse moves slowly as in the Anschutz image (Lot
26). This shows the graceful movements of the horse’s legs.
It also allows the profile of the black jockey to be seen.
While incidental, this is still a very early black
“occupational.” The bottom panel shows the positions from
the front.
Reduced to $2200

Lot 29, PAOLO GIOLI, (1941 – Italy), “Denrro la Ruota di
Sete – Eakins/Marey/ L’Uomo Scomposto” [Into the Silk
Wheel – Eakins/ Marey/ The Fragmented Man] 1982. 13¾x
10 –inch sheet.
It uses the Polaroid backing, with the image surface
transferred to silk, plus applied paint and drawing. The
original Polaroid backing serves as a frame. Part of
Marey’s circular image with frames of a seagull or other
bird is seen above an other circular image that covers it
and continues beneath the Polaroid frame. These
consecutive images of a man were made by Eakins. Small
elements of paint and ink leak into the space of the backing
paper. This is attractive but also crosses genres, media
and time periods. It connects with pre-cinema and
cinema—Gioli is well known as an experimental filmmaker
as well as a photographic artist. As with his films, he likes
to use simple and “primitive” techniques to subtle
modernist ends. The Marey and Eakinsimages were simply
shot with a Polaroid camera from images in books. In the
1980’s, when Gioli worked on this series, several museums
acquired his works. Since then his work has been collected
primarily in Europe and abroad. In the last few years they
have been presented and sold in many major photographic
shows in Europe. Reduced to $8000
Lot 31, EDWARDS.CURTIS, “Hopi Girls” Platinum print,
16 1/8 x 11 7/8 –inches.
Signed in ink on the print, lower right. Number in the
negative. Copyright notice on the verso. I am haunted
by these beautiful hairstyles.
Reduced to $3000

Lot 32, EDWARD S. CURTIS, 4 photogravures from The
North American Indian. Images 15 3/8 x 12 3/ 8 –inches
on 22 x17 7/8 –inch sheets or the reverse.
“From Copyright Photograph 1924 by E. S. Curtis”
beneath the image. “Photogravure Suffolk Eng. Co.
Cambridge.”
a) “A Chukchansi Yokuta Type.” From Volume 14, Plate
504.
b) “A Chukchansi Matron.” From Volume 14,Plate 505. In
heavy overmat
c) “A Diegueno of San Ysabel.” From Volume 15. In heavy
overmat
d) “A Cree.”FromVolume18.
PRINTED ON TISSUE. Extreme upper corners of the
margin torn.
C
D

R
Reduced to $700

Lot 33 EDWARDS.CURTIS, “A Comanche Mother.”
From Volume 19. Photogravure from The North American
Indian. 15 3/8 x 12 3/8 –inch image on 22 x 17 7/8 – inch
sheet. “Photogravure Suffolk Eng. Co”
Reduced to $275
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Lot 37, HERMAN HEYN, OMAHA. “Sun Flower,
Cheyenne.” 1899. 9 x 6 ¾ -inch platinum print. No. “324”
in the copyright in the negative and lower right, and title
in upper left.
He is more often identified as a Dakota Sioux. You can
purchase a poster of a variant portrait in Sun Flower from
the same sitting from Walmart for $6.99.
$600

Lot 39, BARON ADOLPH DE MEYER, Egyptian Guide,
ca. 1900. 8 x 6 – inch platinum print with De Meyer’s
Archive stamp verso with the number “004” written in.
The number “309” is also written in pencil on the
verso. This was probably made on De Meyer’s and
Olga’s trip to the East after their marriage. Remnants of
black paper on the top of the verso indicates this was in De
Meyer’s personal scrapbook. It is a wonderful portrait with
terrific lighting.
Reduced to $1200

Lot 40, ALVIN LANGDON COBURN, “Fountain at
Trevi,” ca. 1900. 3 5/8 x 4 ½ -inch platinum print.
Notations in an unknown hand are said to be on the
verso of the print, but it is tipped on to a 7 1/8 x 7 1/8 –
inch paper so they can’t be seen. Provenance: A group lot
from the Museum of Modern Art to a Sotheby’s NY on-line
auction to Lee Gallery.
Reduced to $1600

Lot 41, ALVIN LANGDON COBURN, “Thames,” ca.
1900. 4 9/16 x 3 ¾ -inch platinum print. “Thames” in pencil
in an unknown hand verso. Tipped on to a 9 ½ x 6 ½-inch
mount.
Like the previous lot from the Museum of Modern Art
to a Sotheby’s NY on-line auction to Lee Gallery. A quietly
evocative image.
Reduced to $1600
Lot 43, ALFRED STIEGLITZ, “Going to the Start” (1905).
Photogravure, 8 ½ x 7 5/8 image on 12 x 8 3/8 sheet. From
Camera Work 12, 1905.
$1200

Lot 44, ALFRED STIEGLITZ, “Mauritania.” (1911)
Photogravure on tissue, 8 ¼ x 6 ½ -inch image on 11 x 8 1.8
– inch tissue. From Camera Work 36, 1911.
$750

Lot 46, EUGENE ATGET, “Hotel Beauvais, 68 Rue
François Miron.” 8 3/8 x 6 7/8–inch albumen print, with
title in Atget’s hand on the verso.
In a fine wooden frame. The print has nice brown tones.
The scene is framed by columns. A carriage is parked at
the entrance to the opening in back. Like some of Atget’s
photographs we can feel we are gazing into the past. The
image appears in several publications including Atget Paris
(Ginko,1992), p. 249, D. Harris, Eugene Atget: itineraires
parisiens (Paris, 1999) p.53, H.C. Adam, ed., Eugene Atget,
Paris, 1857 – 1927,(Taschen 2000), p.75, D. Harris,
Unknown Paris (2003), p. 41.
Reduced to $2000

Lot 47, WILLIAM DASSONVILLE, Tug and Pier. 1920’s.
Vintage gelatin silver print on Dassonville charcoal black
paper, 3 ½ x 4 ½ -inches. No inscriptions. Carefully
composed.
Reduced to $700
Lot 48, WILLIAM DASSONVILLE, San Francisco Skyline
from Fairmont Hotel, 1920’s. Gelatin silver print, 11 x 12 ¼
-inches., with Estate Stamp on verso
Reduced to $1300

Lot 49, GEORGII ZELMA, Musicians playing
traditional instruments, 1926, possibly printed ca. 1950 but
seems earlier. 4 x 3 –inch gelatin silver mounted on an
envelope, with Zelma’s signature, title, date and stamp
plus red crayon symbol associated with the artist.
/Reduced to $750
Lot 50, HAROLD CAZNEAUX, Portrait of Edna Thomas
(1885–1974.) 15 1/8x 12 5/8–inch chloro-bomide print.
Cazneaux was the major Australian pictorialist
photographer in the 1920’s. This portrait of Thomas was
taken during her tour of Australia in 1924–25. She is
dressed as a southern belle. A light-skinned black
American, she sang popular songs by white composers such
as Stephen Foster, like “Suwannee River” and “My Old
Kentucky Home” that imitated Negro music. She was
lnown as “The Lady From Louisiana” Images by Cazneaux
from the same sitting as this portrait were shown in the
magazine HOME . They indicate she falsely claimed that
the dress she wore was her great grandmother’s, and that
she was a Southern Belle.
Her early career as a singer thus hovered between
whiteness and blackness. But once the Harlem Renaissance
began, she became an actress and fully embraced her
blackness, though she could also play Mexican women, and
played the role of the Mexican woman in the stage and film
versions of “Streetcar Named Desire.” She played Lady
Macbeth inOrson Welles’ 1936 production of “Macbeth”
for the NY Negro unit of the Federal Theater Program. In
1937 she was one of the founders of the Negro Actor’s
Guild, where she continued to have an active role as one of
The Vice Presidents along with Ethel Waters, Frank

Wilson, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Paul Robeson,
and James Weldon Johnson.
In addition to her identity as a black performer, she was
also major figure as a proud lesbian. A biography of her by
Jonathan Katz [Katz, Jonathan. Gay, Lesbian Almanac: A
New Documentary, New York: Harper & Row, 1983, pp.
526-528 ] includes amazing information that she
volunteered for a psychoanalytic study of lesbianism. When
the study was published she was presented under the
pseudonym Mary Jones, but was later correctly identified.
Portraits of Thomasin the collection ofthe EnglishNational
PortraitGallery can be
found here -https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/person/mp51475
/ednathomas?search=sas&sText
Provenance: from Cazneaux’s granddaughterto the
consignor. The granddaughter has provided a note
indicating it had an overmat, now lost, signed by Cazneaux.
$1000
Lot 51, MADAME D’ORA (DORA KALLMUS), Portfolio
of 6 photogravures, nude studies of the dancer Rigmor
Rasmussen, ca 1927. Images 8 5/8 x 6 ¼ -inch on 12 z 9 ¾ inch sheets.
The portfolio has a decorative cover in the style of the
period, with the gold-colored German title and credit
impressed. These figure studies are in the style
of Viennese eroticism favored by D’Ora and her partner
Artur Benda. They can be compared with the nudes of
Drtikol, for example. The portfolio shows some wear and
may have had its covers reinforced. The prints are clean.
$1200

Lot 52, FRANTISEK DRTIKOL. 2 nude studies, ca 1920’s.
Warm toned gelatin silver prints on divided back cartes
postale, each with Drtikol’s stamp verso. One has “from
the collection of” written in pencil before the stamp. The
card mounts have been neatly trimmed.

Reduced to $1500
Lot 53 FRANTISEK DRTIKOL, Nude with bowl, ca
1920’s.
Warm toned gelatin silver print on divided back carte
postale with Drtikol’s stamp verso. The carte has been
trimmed to 4 ¾ x 3 ¼ -inches. As intended by Drtikol, the
bottom margin does not extend all the way to the left.
This accentuates the formal abstract elements.
Reduced to $1000
Lot 54, FRANTISEK DRTIKOL, Nude with cube and
shadows, 1920’s.
Warm toned gelatin silver print on divided back carte
postale with Drtikol’s stamp verso.. The carte has been
trimmed to 4 7/8 x 3 ¼ -inches.
Reduced to $1750

Lot 56, ROBERT CAPA, “Death of a Loyalist Soldier,”
7½x 5 – inch (19,20 x 12.80 cm) gelatin silver print, 1936,
printed 1936 – 1938. . This has the Black Star Graybar
Building credit stamp with “CAPA” written in pencil.
“Death comes suddenly to a soldier - Spanish War” is
written in script at the top, verso, in an unknown hand.
This was before the photograph was given some of the titles
by which it is subsequently known. There are also various
measurements and cropping notations. Capa’s first agency
was Black Star. He left for the Pix agency in 1938, so the
photograph must have been printed before he left. The
Black Star agency provided photographs to LIFE and
other magazines. The print was acquired by the owner, a
private collector in Spain.
The photograph was first published in Vu magazine in
September 1936 and in the July 12, 1937 issue of LIFE. It
has been published numerous times since then. A print
from the Time Inc. Picture Collection with many usage
stamps and notations on the verso was sold in April at
Phillips New York for $162,500.
This is not only one of the most popular of Capa’s
photographs, it is considered one of the great documentary
photographs. Here is something about its making from
Time, Inc.’s 100 Photographs.
“Robert Capa made his seminal photograph of the
Spanish Civil War without ever looking through his
viewfinder. Widely considered one of the best combat
photographs ever made, and the first to show battlefield
death in action, Capa said in a 1947 radio interview that
he was in the trenches with Republican militiamen. The
men would pop aboveground to charge and fire old rifles
at a machine gun manned by troops loyal to Francisco
Franco. Each time, the militiamen would get gunned
down. During one charge, Capa held his camera above his
head and clicked the shutter. The result is an image that is
full of drama and movement as the shot soldier tumbles
backward.”
Of course like many other iconic war photographs, from
Roger Fenton and Alexander Gardner through Vietnam,
there is some controversy over the details, but they don’t
diminish the power of the works.
The condition is shown in the scan. There a small break
at the upper right and a bend in the lower left corner. The
owner had a detailed physical examination of the print
done by the conservator of the Reina Sofia museum in
Madrid. $80,000

Lot 64, ROBERT CAPA, Gliders landing troops near
Wesel. 9 ¾ x 6 1/8 –inch ferrotyped gelatin silver print.
International News Photo stamp verso, plus a Spanish
stamp, a number in pen and notation in Spanish. A snipe
is glued to the back: “As First Allied Airborne Army
landed east of Rhine… Two descriptive photos showing
men of the first Allied Airborne Army conveyed to the east
bank of the River Rhine by gliders… Gliders can still be
seen coming in with their cargoes – of more troops.”
It is dated “3 – 31 – 45”. The photographs were taken
on 3 – 24- 45. Here is a link to the ICP scan of its listing:
--https://www.icp.org/browse/
archive/objects/americanparatroopers-many-whohadcrash-landed-in-gliders-nearwesel-germany.
There are bends at corners and signs of handling.
$2000
Lot 66, MARGARET BOURKE WHITE, Looters in
Frankfurt, 1945, printed 1945. 7 x 9 – inch ferrotyped
gelatin silver print.
Acme Newspictures stamp on verso, with notation in black
pen, also stamp for REF DEPT. N.E.A. dated “4.13.45.”
The attached snipe is dated “4 – 7 – 45.” These dates
precede the publication in LIFE on April 16th. 1945, p. 30.
The snipe reads “CARTING AWAY THE LOOT...
Civilians in Frankfurt rig up a makeshift cart to carry
away loot after raiding a freight train carrying wine and
clothing. Train was stopped by allied air attack on area.”
Print is rich and clean but there is some rippling of the
surface due to pasting and stamps on the verso.
$1000

Lot 72, MAX YAVNO, “Muscle Beach”, 1949, vintage or
near vintage master print, 10 x 14– inch gelatin silver print
on heavy paper with title, date and other notations such as
“Print 3/ 20 sec f11” in pencil in the artist’s hand verso.
I selected this from a group of prints that were signed
because it is such a beautifully rich print. It was special to
Yavno as well, indicated by his making a record of the
exposure. This was a model print that represented his
intention. Every square inch is full of interesting details.
It expresses the exuberant optimism of post-WWII
America. Illustrated in The Photographs of Max Yavno.
University of California Press, 1981, plate12 and elsewhere.
Reduced to $15,000
Lot 73, DAVID SEYMOUR (CHIM), Israel, Installing
searchlights at the barbed wire perimeter of the
settlement of Mishmar Ayolon. 1952.Vintage 12x 8 ¼ - inch
gelatin silver print with Artist’s Magnum stamp and a
typed paper label numbered “13” with a descriptive text.
No “13” in red crayon and other notations including “52–
1” in pencil.
Reduced to $650
Lot 74, DAVID SEYMOUR (CHIM), Israel, Preparing a
grave. Vintage 8 5/8 x 12 –inch gelatin silver print with
Seymour’s Magnum credit stamp, verso, No “31” in a
circle in red crayon, other notations in pencil, and a
typed label 31.
Friends prepare a grave in the cemetery in Jerusalem
for Zion Manton, an Israeli watchman, killed by
Jordanians during a border incident near Beth Safafa.
Reduced to $650
Lot 76, DAVID SEYMOUR (CHIM). Israel, Woman
weeping at a gravesite. 12 x 8 ½ -inch ferrotyped gelatin
silver print, ca 1948, printed 1953 with artist’s Magnum
stamp on verso along with pencil notations and numbers.

Reduced to $650

Lot 77, DAVID SEYMOUR(CHIM), Israel, Woman soldier
eating at mess. 11 5/8 x 8 ¼ ferrotyped gelatin silver print,
1952. Seymour’s Magnum Stamp, number “52 –2” and
number “368” in pencil verso, plus pen inscription “Young
soldier’s story—(youth with scythe and sword.” This must
be for a story this photograph was intended to illustrate.
Reduced to $650

Lot 85, SANFORD H. ROTH, James Dean in GIANT,
vintage 1955. 13 7/8 x 10 7/8 –inch gelatin silver print on
heavy paper.
The material on the verso includes Roth’s credit stamp, an
Agence Rapho stamp, a presssnipe, and other notations.
This large rich film production photograph shows Dean in
a powerful role quite different from the fragile person he
portrayed in REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE and EAST OF
EDEN. The corners of the print are weak and with some
folds but I have chosen to present it because of its strong
character in this rare original print. It somehow is a strong
and reverberant photograph and not just a movie still.
Reduced to $1000
Lot 86, ANTON BRUEHL (1900 – 1982) “General Electric
Light Bulbs” 1927, printed later. 13½ x 10 ½ -inch gelatin
silver print, signed with a number on verso. Bruehl came to
the US from Australia and worked for Western Electric
Company as an engineer. This subject must have had
personal significance to him. In 1923 he became a student
of Clarence White, and opened his own studio in 1926. He
later had a very successful career in fashion and
advertising.
Reduced to $2200

Lot 87, GORDON COSTER, Photogram with scissors,
1930. 8 x 10 –inch matte gelatin silver print, signed in
pencil on the bottom margin and dated Dec. –17 –1930.”
Some cropping lines in pencil verso.
Reduced to $500

Lot 88, KAREL HAJEK (Czech, 1900 – 1978). Street scene
through the snow, 1939. Ferrotyped gelatin silver print,
vintage 1939. Titled dated and signed in blue pen on the
bottom margin.
Reduced to $450

Lot 91, ELSA THALEMANN (Germany,1901–1984), ca
1930, printed ca 1960. 171, “Industrie – Rührgebiet.”
6 5/8 x 8 7/8 –inch matte gelatin silver print, number, credit
and title on a typed label affixed to the verso.
She was one of the photographers along with Albert
Renger-Patzsch and Lotte Jacobi who made studies of the
structures of plants for Ernst Fuhrmann. Thalemann’s
studio and negatives were destroyed during WWII. What
survives from before 1938 are views of Paris and sensitive
studies of the Rühr industrial region.. Here the strange
silhouette at left and the figures at right enliven the formal
composition. Reduced to $750
Lot 92, ELSA THALEMANN, Four photographs, 5 x 7 –
inch matte gelatin silver prints, typed labels with number,
credit and title affixed to the verso. One shows a tram car
stopped at the end of the line. Another shows an open
automobile stopped in Herne. Another is the front street
view of a building with ironwork on the balcony and a
street light in Paris. Finally there is a hedge covered with
a gauzy material with a statue behind. All are clean.
Reduced to $1450
Lot 93, LISETTE MODEL, “French Gambler, Promenade
des Anglais, Nice” 1934, printed later. Semi gloss gelatin
silver print that is probably not from a portfolio. 19 7/8 x
15 7/9 –inches. Model’s 1983 Estate Stamp on verso, with
number B 4/4 and other numbers in pencil.
Reduced to $2200

Lot 94, LISETTE MODEL, “Promenade des Anglais,
Nice” 1938, Printed 1977. 19 ½ x 15 ½ - inch ferrotyped
gelatin silver print, signed and with 1977 copyright stamp
on verso
Reduced to $1750

\\\Lot 95, ESTHER BUBLEY, Greyhound Bus Station
NYC,
1947, printed 1947. 8 ¾ x 11 7/8 –inch gelatin silver print
flush mounted to heavy board.
Signed by Bubley in pen, with her stamp and other
notations on the verso. Roy Stryker, coordinator of the
FSA project and then the Office of War Information,
arranged for Bubley and other photographers to document
oil-powered transportation. This is from her series dealing
with ordinary travelers at the Greyhound Bus Station.
You can see how influential these are on some later
photographers. The husband and wife each look off in
different directions.
Reduced to $2000

Lot 96, ESTHER BUBLEY, Sleeping passengers,
Greyhound Bus Station, NYC waiting room, 1947. 6 ¼ x 9
½- inch ferrotyped gelatin silver prints.
Each has Bubley’s Standard Oil Co. credit stamp and
return stamp, other notations in pencil and a label
mounted with a typed number and title. Possibly
printed a little later than the previous lot, but they do not
fluoresce.
SOLD

Lot 97, ESTHER BUBLEY, Family with child in
the Greyhound Bus Station Waiting Room, 1947. 6 ¼ x 9 ½
-inch ferrotyped gelatin silver print, Standard Oil Co.
credit stamp and return stamp, other notations in pencil
and a label mounted with a typed number and title.
Reduced to $850

Lot 98, WRIGHT MORRIS, “Meeting House, Southbury
Connecticut” 1940, printed later. 9 9/16 x 7 9/16 gelatin
silver print, signed by Morris on the verso. See Peter
Bunnell, Conversation with Dwight Morris: Critical Views
and Responses, 1977, Plate 12.
Reduced to $1400
Lot 99, EDMUND TESKE, “Seashell on the Rooftop”
Vintage 1962 gelatin silver print, 15 x 9 ½ -inches, on a
18 x 10 –inch brown mount, in turn mounted on a large
31 x 23 12 –inch textured mount, signed by Teske in
colored pencil on the first mount, signed titled and dated on
the recto of that mount. The composition of the photograph
is striking, and the colors of the print and the two mats
create a very strong impression. From Christie’s New York
April 1988 to the consignor.
Reduced to $600

Lot 100, ERNST HAAS, 1921-1986) “Greece” 1952,
printed before 1986. 13 5/8x 127/8–inch image on 20 x 15
7/8 sheet, gelatin silver print with Haas’ studio stamp on
verso.
This is the first of a group of Haas’s black and white
photographs that makes me newly appreciate this black
and white work although some of his color photographs are
more popular these days. This is a wonderfully composed
picture. It is the first of a group of photographs of key
images that Haas selected and printed in just a few
examples in this large format late in his career.
Reduced to $4000
Lot 101, ERNST HAAS, “The Kiss, New York” 1959.
printed before 1986. 10 7/8 x 16 ¾ -inch image on 15 7/8 x
20 –inch sheet, gelatin silver print with Haas’ studio stamp
on verso.
Reduced to $4000
Lot 102, ERNST HAAS, “Sailor, Guggenheim Museum
New York” 1961, printed before 1986. 11 ¼ x 16 –inch
image on 15 7/8 x 20 –inch sheet, gelatin silver print with
Haas’ studio stamp on verso. A wonderful abstract image
that is also a back view portrait.
Reduced to $4000
Lot 103, ERNST HAAS, Composition with tire, dog’s feet,
bottles, horse’s tail. Date unknown, printed before 1986 .
11 ¼ x 18 –inch image on 15 7/8 x 20–inch paper, gelatin
silver print with Haas’ studio stamp on verso. This has the
appearance of a collage, but like some of his color
photographs it is just the result of brilliant framing of the
image.
Reduced to $4000

Lot 104, ERNST HAAS, Cloaked figure above the city.
Date unknown, printed before 1986. 13 7/8 x 13 –inch
image on 29 x 15 7/8 –inch gelatin silver print with Haas’
studio stamp on verso. The picture is carefully composed,
like the others, but moody
Reduced to $4000

Lot 106, ARTHUR TRESS, “Bride and Groom, N.Y 1970.”
15x 15–inch image on 20 x 16–inch sheet. The bi-gender
couple takes their vows in a ruined church. Titled, dated
and signed on the bottom margin.
Reduced to $2000
Lot 107, ANDRÉ KERTÉSZ, “Gypsy Girl, Arles, 1979.”
13 x 10 ½-inch gelatin silver print on 15 ¼ x 20 –inch sheet,
signed and dated on the verso. The girl has a captivating
expression. A minute fold at the extreme lower right tip, in
the margin. Illustrated in A Lifetime of Perception, p. 55.
Reduced to $2000
Lot 108, JACK WELPOTT, “Kathleen Kelly – 1972”
Vintage print dry mounted to mat board. 7 x 8 -inch image
signed beneath the print, titled and boldly signed on the
verso. A few mild foxing spots on the mount.
$800

Lot 109, JULIO BELLO, Ernesto Che Guevara. 9 3/7 x 7 –
inch gelatin silver print, 1960’s, signed by Che and
endorsed to “Boti Family” with this inscription-- "Para la
familia Boti con saludos revolucionarios"
Bello’s stamp is on the verso and “Propriedad de Regino
Boti” with other notations. Boti was the Cuban Minister of
Economy in the early 1960’s. Endorsed photographs of Che
are quite rare.
$4000
Lot 110, NEILARMSTRONG, Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin on the
moon, 1969, printed 1969. A NASA photograph from the
Apollo 11 mission. 10 1/8 x 8 –inch ferrotyped gelatin silver
print with official NASA logo and information on the verso.
Other prints I’ve encountered of this event are in color.
This early black and white print is very clear, so the
reflection in Aldrin’s helmet showing Armstrong’s figure
can be seen with some clarity.
$500
Lot 114, LARRY CLARK, “Billy Mann – Tulsa 1968,”
gelatin silver print 12 3/8 x 8 3/8 –inch image on 13 7/8 x 19
¾ -inch sheet. Titled and signed in pencil verso, with
Clark’s name also printed in pencil beneath the signature.
Written on the top of the verso, in pencil, “From the book
TULSA copyright 1971.” There is a separated backing
board with a label from the Geico Collection, where it is
titled “Billy Mann#2.” A label from the Brooke Alexander
Gallery in NYC is also attached to the board. The Gallery
sold this to the Geico Collection. This is not from an
edition, but is a true vintage or near vintage print made ca
1968 - 1971, It is the cover image of the book
Reduced to $9000
Lot 115, LARRY CLARK, Teenage Lust (1972). Printed
later. Gelatin silver print, 8 ¾ x 12 ¼ -inch image on 107/8
x 14–inchsheet. Signed and dated “1972”onthe verso. This
is the cover image of the book.
Reduced to $9500

Lot 116, BILL OWENS, “Sex” from Suburbia, 1972.
9 1/8 x 12 7/8– inch image on 10 7/8 x 14 – inch sheet.
Signed by Owens on the verso, with a stamp indicating
this is 12 from an edition of 15with 3 AP’s, printed 2006
Reduced to $600
Lot 117, JO WHALEY, “Mourning Dove, Winter, 1992”,
1992. 14 x 10 ½ -inch C-print on Fuji paper.
This is from her “Natura Morta” series. Whaley (1953- )
had a background in painting and theater design. Her
works are carefully arranged in various themes, and show
a painter’s concern with nuances of color. Her photographs
are in various collections including San Francisco MOMA,
LA County Museum, Oakland Museum.
Reduced to $400
Lot 118, ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE, Lisa Lyon doing
leg press, ca. 1981. 7 ½ x 7 ½ - inch gelatin silver print,
framed. Signed on the verso by Lyon.
This was given by Mapplethorpe to Lyon when they
worked together on the book Lady, Lisa Lyon. Provenance:
from Lyon to private collector, to the Fraser Gallery
Bethesda MD, to Sothebys to consignor. A certificate from
the Fraser Gallery is included.
$1200

Lot 119, PETER BEARD/ MICHAEL GARLINGTON,
Nude gymnast, masked, (2004). 20x16 –inch gelatin silver
print with applied paint and blood. The photograph of
the gymnast is by Beard’s friend the photographer Michael
Garlington. Beard has endorsed it on the bottom with
“[Infinite symbol] Greetings, Peter Beard, Xmas, ‘04” in
paint on the bottom margin. Garlington’s initials and “04”
are in the lower right margin. A unique Polaroid
photograph of Beard and Garlington, also with applied
paint, is included. This was once pinned up, so there are
neat pinholes in the corners. A bright vibrant festive
picture.
Reduced to $3900

